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Traditionally, rising oil prices result in the Canadian dollar rising relative to the U.S.
dollar. A simple exercise to determine just how much the Canadian dollar could be
expected to move in reaction to oil price appreciation is to make a not so bold
assumption that the Canadian dollar would reach parity if oil prices reached US$100.
While this assumption is not scientific, it does provide a rough expected correlation
based on past relative trading levels. If we use this as a benchmark, we could expect
the Canadian dollar to rise by 0.28% for every 1% rise in oil prices. Using this
benchmark, one would expect the Canadian dollar to increase by 4.2% in response to a
15% rise in oil prices for the two days after OPEC’s announcement on November 30. So
why, following OPEC’s decision to cut production by 1.2 million barrels of oil per day
was the Canadian dollar up only 1%?
The Canadian dollar’s lack of movement can be mostly attributed to rising interest
rate expectations in the U.S. relative to Canada. President-elect Trump’s platform is
expected to be more inflationary than the current administration and Trump’s cabinet
has spoken openly about running sizeable budget deficits to fund this inflationary
agenda. As a result, interest rate expectations have risen substantially since the
election on November 8. If/when U.S. interest rates are higher than Canadian interest
rates, the U.S. dollar is more attractive to own than the Canadian dollar. If U.S. interest
rate expectations rise but Canadian interest rate expectations do not rise as much, the
Canadian dollar should depreciate relative to the U.S. dollar.
While Canadian interest rate expectations can be affected by changes in oil prices and
oil price expectations as rising oil prices should result in higher Canadian economic
activity and inflation, if recent market action is any guide, it may take a substantial
rally in oil prices to have a meaningfully positive impact on the Canadian dollar.
There is some logic in the market’s reaction to the recent oil rally as relatively
moderate changes in oil prices are unlikely to have a significant impact on economic
activity and inflation and while moderate changes in oil prices could signal the
beginning of an oil price paradigm shift, currency investors will likely remain skeptical
until energy sector related economic activity begins to rebound in a meaningful way.
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The days since the November 30 OPEC meeting have been telling with respect to the
USD/EUR 1.064
Canadian dollar. As a result of recent market action, we believe the Canadian dollar’s
JPY/USD 115.3
value will be driven mostly by changes in U.S. interest rate expectations and that oil
prices are currently playing second fiddle. That said, a major sustained move in oil
prices could cause a recoupling and push the Canadian dollar higher, in line with past correlations.
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• As a result of improving Chinese economic and
industrial data and Donald Trump’s infrastructure
plans, several investment banks and research
companies boosted their outlook for commodities.
In late November, Goldman Sachs recommended
that investors go overweight commodities for the
first time in four years. Coal, iron ore and oil prices
are up considerably year-to-date.
• On November 30, OPEC agreed to cut production
by 1.2 million barrels per day, beyond expectations.
On December 12, eleven non-OPEC nations led by
Russia and Mexico, agreed to cut production as well.
Although there is always the concern that nations
will cheat and produce more than agreed, such
broad agreement aids confidence. Oil jumped ~15%
after the OPEC deal and ~5% after the latter deal.

We thought we would give you an update on our work with the Waterloo Region Suicide Prevention
Council. In the summer of 2016, our employees cut and bagged the materials to make 60,000 of the
100,000 ribbons that were distributed across Canada for World Suicide Prevention Day on September 10,
2016. These ribbons were distributed from Cranbrook, British Columbia to Corner Brook, Newfoundland
and as far north as Iqaluit, Nunavut. This is the first year where there was a standardized ribbon made to
commemorate World Suicide Prevention Day.
We attended World Suicide Prevention Day at Wilfrid Laurier University in September. It was amazing to see
the amount of resources available in our community to support residents who are struggling with mental
health issues. These ceremonies were live streamed across the country.
In the fall, our attention turned to the Jacob Ranton Memorial Basketball Tournament which is now in its
second year. It was held this past weekend and we applaud the work of Doug and Sandra Ranton. Doug and
Sandra’s honesty and openness about suicide and their personal experience is commendable. Despite being
a fairly new event, the tournament has achieved great success in both raising awareness and fundraising.
Tana Nash is the director of the Waterloo Suicide Prevention Council. She has worked very hard on this
important cause to fundraise and introduce many important initiatives for our community. Our team at
Steele Wealth Management has contributed our time and dollars to help increase awareness and open
discussion about suicide and mental health.
Offsetting Capital Gains – crystalize some losses to offset gains. Trades must be placed by December 23 rd for Canadian markets
and December 27 for U.S. markets.
Charitable Donations – must be made by year end. Donating securities that have unrealized capital gains can be tax-efficient.
RESP Contributions – must be made by year end. If the beneficiary turned 17 in 2016, this is the last eligible year for the grant.
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Any bond, debenture or preferred share ratings listed within this newsletter are those of DBRS (Dominion Bond Rating Service).
All rates mentioned within this newsletter are as of December 13th, 2016, unless otherwise stated. Rates have been sourced from Bloomberg. All
stock information has been sourced from Market-Q.
This newsletter has been prepared by Steele Wealth Management and expresses the opinions of the author and not necessarily those of Raymond
James Ltd. (RJL). Statistics, factual data and other information are from sources RJL believes to be reliable but their accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. This newsletter is furnished on the basis and understanding that RJL is to be under no liability whatsoever in respect thereof. It is for
information purposes only and is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of securities. RJL and its officers, directors,
employees and their families may from time to time invest in the securities discussed in this newsletter. This newsletter is intended for distribution
only in those jurisdictions where RJL is registered as a dealer in securities. Any distribution or dissemination of this newsletter in any other
jurisdiction is strictly prohibited. Securities-related products and services are offered through Raymond James Ltd. Member-Canadian Investor
Protection Fund. Insurance products and services are offered through Raymond James Financial Planning Ltd., which is not a Member-Canadian
Investor Protection Fund.
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. Please read the
prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value
and reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable
by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds and other securities are not insured nor guaranteed, their values change
frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
As the investment products listed in this newsletter may not be appropriate for everyone, a recommendation would only be made following a
personal review of an individual’s portfolio and risk tolerance.

